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Rotational Molding
* highly versatile manufacturing option
* provides many design options
* low production costs
* processes polymers at low shear rates
* creates mostly hollow plastic parts
* form hollow parts of limitless size
* developed in 1940s
* prior 1960, used primarily to manufacture novelties and 
decorative items

-artificial fruits
-hollow display items
-children’s toys

* also known as rotomolding or rotocasting



Process

* pre-measured plastic resin loaded into mold
* mold is locked and bolted in place
* mold gets moved into oven
* gets rotated slowly on both vertical and horizontal axis
* powder inside mold “flows” with pseudo liquid-like 
motion
* makes contact with all interior surfaces
* continues to rotate during cooling cycle to retain even 
wall thickness



Attributes of Rotational Molding
Advantages:
* several pieces parts can be molded as one
* consistent wall thickness
* strong outside corners = virtually stress free
* can have inserts, threads, handles, minor undercuts, flat 
surfaces without draft angles, fine surface details
* multi-walled, hollow or foam filled
* several molds placed on rotational molding machine at 
the same time
* little waste and materials can be re-used
Limitations:
* experiences higher temperature for longer periods than 
other processes
* takes more time



Materials
•materials from polyethylene family (80%)
•molds made from aluminmun, mild steel, stainless steel



Example
* storage tanks
* refuse containers
* road cones
* playground slides and roofs



Miniature Barcelona Chair

Dimensions:
Width: 54cm
Depth: 54cm
Height: 57cm
Seat Height: 32cm



Redesign: The Mushroom Chair

tunnel

holes



Mushroom Chair - Dimensions

Chair Top

Chair Bottom





Mold (top)





Mold (bottom)
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